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Tutu yó'o íyo kuéndo sik̠i ̠xa'̠á leso xí'in iinka 
kití. Kueńdo yó'o kúú kueńdo xin̂i ̠na ̠nda'́vi ñuu 

Tokii̠n, Kiy̠aa, xi'́in Nu̠ú Tiaxiń. Ná kusií ini-
ndo ka'vi-ndo-ña. 

 
 
 

This is a collection of short stories reflecting the 
rich oral traditions and culture of the Mixtec 

people.  These stories are from: 
 Alacatlatzala, Malinaltepec, Guerrero 

 Coicoyań de las Flores, Oaxaca 
El Jicaral, Coicoyań de las Flores, Oaxaca 
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A review of reading Mixtec 

In Mixtec every vowel has one or two tones.  
Tones are "the melody" that we use to say words. 
Tones are very important in Mixtec.  In fact, some 
words can only be told apart by their tone.  For 
example: 

yu̱ku̱  ‘plant’     yukú  ‘mountain’ yúku  ‘yoke’ 

These three words in Mixtec are written 
using the same three letters: y-u-k-u.  However, 
since they are pronounced with different tones, we 
write them with special symbols to tell them apart.  

Now let’s look at how we use these symbols. 
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1. When a vowel in a syllable has a low tone, we 
underline it like this: a,̱ e,̱ i,̱ o̱, u̱. 

 

 

2. When a vowel in a syllable has a mid tone, we 
leave it with no mark: a, e, i, o, u. 

 

 

3. When a vowel in a syllable has a high tone, we 
put an accent  mark over the vowel: á, é, í, ó, ú. 

 u̠vi ̱              yo̱ko̱                   su̱tu̱ 

 ita         kolo         isu 

 lírú       lá'ví      kóndó 
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Usually each vowel has only one tone, but 
sometimes there are vowels that have two tones.  
The circumflex (˄) is used when the tone falls, like 
in the words kîni ̱‘pig’ or kâní ‘long’.  The caron (˅) 
is used when the tone rises, like in the word tiňa 
‘dog’.  Look at these examples:  

 tičhi     xǔ'un     yâá 

We also use the caron when we want to show 
that something happened in the past.  In the 
following examples you can see some words that are 
written with two tones on one vowel. 

Ndak̠ax̌in-ña ́kiti ́vix̠i ̠kûni-̠ña.́   Ndak̠av̌a-ra.                           
She picked out the fruit she wants.          He fell down.  
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Ndak̠ǎya ̠kua'̠a ́na ̠yuvi ́ve'e-na. 
A lot of people gathered at 
their house.         

The apostrophe ( ' ) is the character that re-
presents a brief pause in in the pronunciation of 
words.  Read the following words with this pause, 
also called a glottal stop.  

 ve'e           ko̱'ó        sa'má 

You might notice that this sounds a lot like 
the pause in the English word,  “uh-oh.”  In Mixtec 
we always write this with an apostrophe ( ' ) , not 
with a hyphen (-) like we do in English. 
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In Mixtec the letters ku is pronounced like 
the qu in the English word “queen.”  The letters ti 
and ndi are sounds we don’t have in English.  Read 
the words below to hear how we pronounce these 
letters. 

 xiṯá                xiyo    xa'̱á 

            iṯia     tiay̱u̱       ndiuxí 

In Mixtec, the letter x is pronounced like the 
sh in English.  Read the following words: 

 kuáyu̱             tiḵuíti      ndia'̱yu̱ 
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We have one last thing to review.  We will 
look at how we write the tones that indicate the 
negative form.  When we write the negative form, 
we use the umlaut ( ¨ ) over the first vowel in the 
word.  

When we want to say in Mixtec that 
something is good or that something is not good, we 
just change the tones of the word:  

va'̱a ‘good’ and vä'a ‘not good’.  Look at 
these other examples: 
xaṯu̱ spicy 

xätu̱ not spicy 

u̱'vi ̱ difficult 

ü'vi ̱ not difficult 

vee̱ heavy 

vëe not heavy 

kue'̱e ̱ fierce 

kuë'e ̱ not fierce 

xîni ̱ knows 

xïni ̱ doesn’t know 

kûni ̱ wants 

kökûni ̱ doesn’t want 

kûxi rusting 

kökûxi not rusting 

kútóo likes 

kökútóo doesn’t like 


























































































